
Introduction
Memory Effects
Human memory effects may influence ratings submitted to recommen-
der systems. As the time between watching and rating an item increa-
ses, recollection of how experience changes. These effects were in-
vestigated through two studies. 

Study
Offline Study
The offline analysis was performed on the Movielens 10M dataset,  
similar to a study performed by Koren on the Netflix dataset [1], looking 
at the time difference between moment of release and moment of ra-
ting. 

Movies were split in popular and non-popular movies, based on a  
median split on the number of ratings. Popular movies will remain more 
vividly in memory, as they are aired and discussed more often.

 

Fig 1.: Results of offline analysis. Time difference between moment of release and mo-
ment of rating (in years) on horizontal axis, rating on vertical axis. Solid line for popular 
movies, dashed line for non-popular movies.

This effect looks similar to the positivity effect [2]. Human memory 
works more efficiently for positive experiences, which results in experi-
ences being looked at more favorably as time passes. This  effect may 
be found because movies that are in the system longer are recommen-
ded more accurately and thus receive higher ratings. 
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User Study
A user study was performed to investigate the effect of (self-reported) 
time passing between moment of watching and moment of rating. This 
time information is not readily available in public datasets. 100 partici-
pants (40 male, 60 female) provided the following information on 156 
movies that were aired in the month before the study:
• Rating (1 – 5 stars)
• Time since movie was watched (last week – over 3 years ago)
• Motivations for rating a movie (one watched recently and one  

longer ago) 

Figure 2: Results of the user study. Dashed line for initially high rated movies, solid line for 
initially low rated movies. 

The movies were split based on the average rating in the first three 
timeslots to see if ratings for good and bad movies change differently 
with time. Figure 2 shows that over time ratings regress to the middle 
of the scale, different from the positivity effect found in the offline study. 
However, for movies seen longer ago participants were more inclined 
to provide motivation for high than low ratings, indicating that they in-
deed better remember positive experiences.

Conclusions
The second study suggests that ratings for movies that have been seen 
longer ago might not reliable. E.g., a three star rating after three years 
could have been either a two or four star rating right after seeing the 
movie. Future studies should investigate these memory effects in more  
detail and find ways to take them into account in recommender algo-
rithms. 
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